make observations of the performance of the machine under high altitude conditions. Several views of the supercharger mounted on a truck with its Liberty Motors, forward radiators, pylon, and numerous panels and antennas for telling purposes of the performance of the supercharger were included among the tailing photos which comprised all the tailing photos which comprised the tailing photos which were encountered in the testing. Many questions were asked by the audience, and the hostess answered them fully on the weekend passed. April 8th, the evening and the last evening of the year.

FRESHMAN TENNIS TEAM DEFEATS SOPHOMORES 4-2

The freshmen tennis team defeated the Sophomore Victory afternoon via the Baseline 4-2. Captain Carlismoff drove the match with a match at the Sophomore's, while his double Ellis, placed closest on East from the start. The score of the Sophomore's who were counting on these two Turkey players to win. This makes the second consecutive victory for the freshmen team.

FOR real enjoyment and delight, one box of Murads is worth a dozen packages of ordinary cigarettes that “merely smoke.”

Murads are Pure Turkish! 100%

Buy a package of Murads. If you are not more than satisfied, return half the package to us and get all your money back.

We are not afraid to make this offer — MURADS ARE TURKISH — the world's most famous tobacco for cigarettes.

Judge for yourself — !